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Deliverables

Help Notpla use Seaweed

Product Design

to replace plastic.

Partner with Silicon Valley Industrial Designers to
innovate a totally new sustainable packaging
product for Notpla for a better user experience,
improved customer reach, enhanced business
revenue, while dramatically reducing plastic waste.

The Mission

Notpla is on the mission to make plastic packaging disappear.

Your Challenge is to use Notpla’s “Hard

They have developed materials made out of seaweed and

Material” to either ...
Identify the target customer and specific wants

natural plants that can replace plastic with an ultra biodegradable alternative. So far, they have successfully
invented a series of seaweed products that replace plastic in
food packaging, cosmetics, pharmacy packaging, and more.
However, to create their patented Notpla Seaweed material, a

Marketing & Sales

and needs, write a memorable tagline, determine
1. Invent an environmentally friendly product
with Notpla’s “Hard Material” and business
model that helps Notpla replace as much

a competitive price point and sales strategy to
dominate the market

plastic as possible. 



lot of the seaweed they harvest is wasted.


2. Find a business that is creating a lot of
During the seaweed extraction process, 80% of the seaweed
Notpla uses to make their materials goes to waste. One
packaging supplier alone can generate 12 tonnes of waste
per day! With this challenge of what to do with the waste, the
material designers and scientists at Notpla have created a

Finance

plastic waste with a specific product, and
design a Notpla Seaweed alternative to that
product. Create a business plan that
outlines how this new product will improve

Calculate the cost to make your product (Cost of
goods) and a retail price including how to financially
cover the more expensive material choice.


the environment, and their business.

new “Hard Material” that uses the waste material to make a
hard plastic alternative.
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